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1 Introduction Actions describing the couphng of an arbitrary number of scalar multlplets to conformal supergrav~ty m two dimensions have been constructed with (p,q) supersymmetry, for p,q<~4 :~,2
Essentmlly, these models are described by locally supersymmetrlc sigma models wxth Wess-Zummo term and heterotlc fermlons, i e fermlons without onshell bosomc partners
Having possible stnng apphcatlons m mind, it is clearly of interest to mqmre as to whether one can construct (p,q) models w~th p, q> 4 From the work of Alvarez-Gaum6 and Freedman [ 14] it is known that globally supersymmetnc sigma models exist only for p,q<~ 4 On the other hand, the dimensional reduction of ten-dimensional Yang--Mills coupled conformal supergrawty [ 15 ] to two t Present address Department of Physics, Brandeis Umverslty, Waltham, MA 02254, USA :~ For the (1,1) model see refs [1] [2] [3] , for the (1,0) an (2, 0) models see refs [4] [5] [6] [7] , for the (2,2) model see ref [8] , the (4,4) model was considered m ref [9] , the (4,0) model with Wess-Zummo term is given in ref [ 10] :2 By (p,q) supersymmetry we mean a supersymmetry algebra generated by p left-handed and q right-handed supersymmetry generators [11] [12] [13] 0370-2693/87/$ 03 50 © Elsevier Science Pubhshers B V (North-Holland Physics Pubhshlng Division) dimensions is expected to give an (8, 8) or (8,0) conformal supergravaty coupled to scalar multlplets This suggests that, m order to construct (p,q) models w~th p,q> 4, one should consider the local supersymmetry as an essentml ingredient of the theory This is despite the fact that the fields of the supergrawty multlplet do not have dynamics in two d~menslons In fact, a similar situation arises in three dimensions, where the construction of N= 8 or N= 16 s~gma models reqmres the coupling of a non-dynamical supergravlty multlplet [ 16 ] In this letter, we indeed construct an action for an (8,0) locally supersymmetrlc sigma model Our strategy in this construction is as follows We first extract the field content of the (8,0) superconformal multlplet, and the matter scalar mulUplet by dimensional reduction of ten-d~mensxonal conformal supergravlty [ 15 ] , and Yang-Mdls multlplet [ 17 ] , respectwely We then construct the transformaUon rules and the action of the two-dimensional model by the Noether procedure
We next observe that the fields of the conformal supermultlplet occur as Lagrange mulUphers which lead to dffferentml and algebraic constraints on the fields of the scalar multlplets Solwng the algebrmc constraints, we then find that the 8n independent scalars of the theory are described by an (8,0) locally supersymmetnc sigma model based on the grassmanman coset space SO ( 8 + n,m)/SO (8) × SO (n,m) where n,m >t 0 Note that both compact and noncompact spaces are allowed It is amusing that for m = 1, these theories have a global Lorentz symmetry SO(8+n,1)
Several features of our constructmn are similar to those which arise m the coupling of an arbitrary number of vector multlplets to N=4 conformal supergrawty m four dlmensxons [ 18 ] In this letter, we focus our attentmn to the constructmn of the actmn and the transformation rules of the (8,0) model, and estabhshmg its geometry We shall nexther try to estabhsh an infinite dxmenslonal super V~rasoro symmetry, nor compute the anomalies associated wxth the model presented here In the conclusmns we shall comment on these issues, and d~scuss further propertxes of the model A more detailed description of the model presented m th~s letter will be given elsewhere [ 19 ] 2 Actton and transformatlon rules The field content of the two-dlmensmnal (8,0) conformal supergravity and scalar multlplet can be easily obtained by a dimensional reduction and subsequent chlral truncation of the ten-dxmenslonal conformal supergravlty and vector mult~plet A more detailed discussion of this dxmensxonal reduction will be given in ref [ 19 ] Here we only give the result (See table 1 ) Note that all fermlomc fields carry both a spacetxme splnor index a (a= 1, 2) and an SO(8) splnor lndexA (a= 1, , 16) which are suppressed for brevaty In the table we have given the SO (8) content of the different fields, their scale weight w, and the spaceUme and SO (8) chlrallty of the fermlomc fields Knowing the field content, it is not difficult to make an ansatz for the hnearlzed transformatmn rules of the different fields Once the hnearlzed transformation rules are known one can find their nonhnear extensaon by reqmnng closure of the commutator algebra order by order m the fields Given these nonhnear transformation rules one can then construct a supersymmetrlc action for one scalar multlplet coupled to (8,0) conformal supergravlty by applying the standard Noether procedure Here we will only give the action up to terms quadratic in the fermlOnlC fields and the transformation rules up to terms billnear in the fermlomc fields The full result will be given m ref [ 19] The actxon and the transformation rules are given by .3 
In (1), (2) and (3) we have used the following definitions The derivatives 9u are covarlant with respect to SO (8) 
The spmor parameters e and q characterize a supersymmetry and a super Weyl transformation, respectively They are spinors of SO (8) 
The nonhnear theory and the geometry The action (1) is quadratic and the transformation rules (2), (3) are linear in the fields of the scalar multiplet Therefore we can generalize the results of the previous section to an arbitrary number of scalar multlplets 0z',~z I=1, ,p,
I e the action (1) is generalized to e-l.Lp= ½gm ~u~t' ~v(bf qlJ + ,
where all terms are constructed in the same fashion, using a constant real metric qu Without loss of generahty we can take r/u dmgonal, with elgenvalues + 1 The action (9) 
We must solve this equation for the fields 01' This is possible only lfp~> 8 We solve (10) by the following ansatz 
is an (n+8) × (n+8) matrix, which is a representative element of the coset manifold (2), (3), we obtain the following result for the coupling of 8 (n + m) scalar multlplets to (8,0) conformal supergravxty
SO(8+n,m)/SO(8)×SO(n,m) with n,m>~O
LlaLzb= ÷h ab,
where hab=diag (n times+, m times-) is a constant tensor which can be used to raise and lower or to contract the SO (n,m) indices a, b = 1, , n + m The equatmn of motion of the fields X' of the superconformal multlplet imposes further restnctlons on ~,~ The X' field equatmn is L,'~I= ~7'~J LIJ~ I, (14) where we have used (10) and (11 ) The solution of (14) In (19) and (20) 
Here Q~ab IS the composite gauge field of SO(n,m) rotations defined by
Qu ab = L zta OuLz b]
The 8 
with Q,~'J=Qu'J(OuO '~) and Q,~b=Quab(OuO°)In obtaining (19) and (20) we have performed the following field redefinitions
Note that the fields (r,z) and (~0,2) do not describe physical degrees of freedom The field equations of eu m, ~u imply that r and Z are constant, while ~o and 2 are gauge degrees of freedom
The action (19) can easily be generalized to include heterotic fermxons as well Up to quartic fermlons we find e-~A a (heterotic) = ½I(llry'u( OuJ rs + A,~r~OuO~')~ ~ +quartlcs,
+ blhnear fermion terms,
where A. "s is a composite gauge field for some Yang-Mllls gauge group where we have introduced the gravitational coupling constant x Consequently, in the global supersymmetry limit both curvatures vanish since x goes to zero In that limit the fields (r,z) decouple from the physical scalar multlplet fields (0%~u~), and can conSlstently be set equal to (1,0) The lagrangmn then reduces to free kinetic terms for (0%~ ,a) This lagranglan coincides with the one given in ref [20] which describes the field theory of the AdS3 singleton multiplet (b) We expect that the (8,0) conformal supergravity theory described in this paper corresponds to the gauge theory of the conformal superalgebra 0Sp (2, 8) ~0Sp (2, 8) [21 ] (c) In the conformal gauge ~ = 1 and 2 = 0, the (8,0) model for n=0 and without the heterotlc fertalons coincides with the model one would obtain by dimensional reduction and subsequent chIral truncation of the N= 8, d= 3 Poincar6 supergravlty model of Marcus and Schwarz [16] This is remarkable because the compensating fields ~ and 2 belong to the conformal supermultlplet itself, as opposed to being independent matter fields as is usually the case in a Brans-Dicke type theory The only other known conformal supergravitles which contain their own compensators are the conformal supergravlty in d=10 [15] and in d=6 [22] (d) In view of the previous remark, since an N= 16 Poincar6 supergravlty theory coupled to Es/SO (16) scalar manifold exists in three dimensions, we expect that an (16,0) model in two dimensions where the matter scalars parametnze the coset Es/SO (l 6) and action similar to that given in section 3 can be constructed However such a model probably only exists on-shell, since the off-shell (16,0) superconformal multlplet contains a large number of components with undesirable canonical dimensions which makes the construction of an action highly nontrivial (e) The signature of the metric gap has 8m positive, and 8n negative signs which do not correspond to a lorentzian signature An intriguing possibility might be that, say, for m=0, the 8n scalars of the theory, together with the unphysical scalars r and ~o form the coordinates of a special (8n + 2)-dimensional mamfold with lorentzmn signature (f) We expect that a Wess-Zummo term can be added to the (8,0) model of this paper, in much the same way it is added m the (4,0) model [ 10] ( ~uu', B~,) where the vector field B~, has two independent gauge transformations [ 8 ] (1) Concerning the anomahes, the perturbative Lorentz anomaly m two dimensions will be absent provided that the number ofheterotlc fermions ~ r is fixed to be 8 (m + n + 22 ) The sigma model anomaly [23] can be cancelled by the Hull-Wltten mechamsm [ 11 ] , provided that one adds a Wess-Zumino term to the acUon Whether the trace anomaly, or the global anomalies [24] , or anomahes m any one of the other local symmetries of the theory such as supersymmetry are absent remmns to be investigated One of the authors (E B ) would hke to thank M de Roo for useful discussions on the dimensional reductxon of ten-&menslonal conformal supergravlty H N would hke to thank the International Atomic Energy Agency and UNESCO for the kind hospitallty at the International Centre for Theoretical Physics, Trieste
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